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Introduction: Neurally adjusted ventilatory assist (NAVA) ventilation has been shown to improve patient-ventilator interaction compared to pressure support (PSV). However, quantifying variability and patient-ventilator interaction is difficult and tedious. Thus, these investigations are often retrospective and not feasible in real-time.
Objective: This study presents a model-based method that can be applied in real-time to monitor breath-to-breath mechanics, comparing patients ventilated in two different ventilation modes.
Methods: Airway pressure and flow from 22 patients ventilated with a Servo-I ventilator (Maquet, Solna, Sweden) using PSV and NAVA ventilation modes was recorded, each for 20 minutes1. Data was obtained using the Servo-tracker V4.0 (Maquet, Solna, Sweden). Patient-specific Edrs(t) was calculated using Equation (1) and mapped across each ventilation mode. 
Paw(t) = Rrs×Q(t) + Edrs(t)×V(t) + P0		(1)
Paw is the airway pressure, t is time, Rrs is a patient-specific constant resistance of the conducting airway, Q is the air flow, V is the lung volume and P0 is the offset pressure. The resulting Edrs(t) map for each patient and ventilation mode are compared using peak and average elastance across all breaths.
Results: PSV has a higher peak and average elastance (p < 0.05) for 15 of 22 patients. PSV was more consistent in shape across breaths and had a different shape than NAVA, as seen in the figure below. PSV consistently provides the same pressure support regardless of underlying patient demand, whereas NAVA matches delivery to patient-specific demand and diaphragmatic signal (Eadi)2.
	
a) Pressure Support Ventilation	b) Neurally Adjusted Ventilatory Assist
Conclusion: Lower elastance indicates less risk of overstretching or ventilator induced injury. Thus, monitoring time-varying pulmonary mechanics can provide clinically useful information to guide ventilation, identify the level of pressure support, and guide ventilation mode selection. 
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